
WHO works worldwide to promote health, keep the world safe, and serve the vulnerable. The 
organization’s goal is to ensure that a billion more people have universal health coverage, to protect a 
billion more people from health emergencies, and provide a further billion people with better health.

WHO increases efficiency up 
to 60% with No Limit’s 
solutions
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 Disrupting key areas with better products.

The World Health Organization is the largest entity pushing towards health and well-being best practices adoption worldwide. As such the organization 

employs more than 8000+ professionals, including the world’s leading public health experts, doctors, epidemiologists, scientists and managers. The 

combined knowledge and experience across the multitude of programs the organization runs, needs to be well documented, accessible and easily 

evaluated. No Limit’s role as a solution provider for the Sexual and Reproductive Health and Research department is key to the success of most programs 

and their longevity, given the long time it takes to collect all the necessary medical data and share it in the ecosystem.  

"Our work is at the forefront of diagnostics, product development, clinical and community interventions, implementation research, human rights, norms, 

values and systems analysis and change." commented Pascale Allotey, Director, Department of Sexual and Reproductive Health and Research including 

UNDP-UNFPA-UNICEF-WHO-World Bank Special Programme of Research, Development and Research Training in Human Reproduction

Challenge



The No Limit team has more than 11 successfully created and implemented solutions for the WHO. Our integrated products range from data collection 

platforms to back office program management systems. Together with health specialists we’ve analyzed their day-to-day activities and the necessary 

business processes for the health programs to be successful. Whenever possible we’ve implemented AI solutions for data scrapping and analysis of 

information to better track and evaluate program outcomes. Other systems fit in the role of data aggregation and data gathering platforms, aiding smaller 

teams of specialists to run multiregional endeavors successfully and share access to the information instantly with colleagues around the world. For all of 

these solutions we’ve used React, Python, Figma and AI Enhanced systems.

Solution

In the coarse of the last 4 years, No Limit Software has helped the World Health Organization to completely transform labor intensive data gathering 

processes and make it possible for as few as 4 people to gather and operate with all the health data from the centralized platforms. We’ve managed to 

optimize the processes so the SRHR team saves 10,445 manhours annually (a 60% efficiency increase). 
 

By digitalizing most of the business processes in parts of the organization, No Limit gave health experts powerful tools to improve and advance the 

universal health coverage.

Result
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The Solutions we used for this project

Create a dashboard combining data from 

modules accross the system

Dashboards

Provides the most vital tools for your 

employees

Front & Back Office

Implement DataScrappers, Smart Analytics 

and more automation features

AI Enhanced Systems
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Angel Velikov
Co-founder / CEO

“Explore the digital scene with 
us and find the best concepts. 
Let’s work together!”

At No Limit Software we truly believe that highly effective teams bring highly 
valued results. We tap into your product vision and build a plan targeting 
the key areas, that will bring the most result.


E-mail: a.velikov@nolimit.software

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/angel-velikov/

Website: www.nolimit.software

https://www.linkedin.com/in/angel-velikov/
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Oskar-von-Miller-Ring 20, 80333, WeWork 

Coworking
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Munich, DE

4517 Washington Ave. Manchester, 

Kentucky 39495
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Sofia, BG

Neuturmstraße 5, 80331, WeWork 

Altstadt Lehel
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Our Locations


